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ALLENBY IN CAIRO

1. Field Marshal Edmund ALLENBY, 1st Viscount Allenby (1861-1936)
Typed Letter Signed (“Allenby F.M.”), congratulating the Anglo-American Branch of the YMCA in 
Cairo on their membership campaign.
1 page 4to on letterhead of The Residency, Cairo, n.d. [1920s].   £245

“I take this opportunity of congratulating the Anglo-American Branch of the Y.M.C.A. in Cairo on the success of 
their membership campaign, which should strengthen the whole work during the remainder of the winter session  
. . . I hope the work of the organisation will continue to make progress and I wish all the members a happy Xmas 
and a prosperous New Year.”

The letter was signed after 1919 when Allenby was made a Field-Marshal. He remained in Cairo after 
the end of the First World War, serving as High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan until 1925.



BALFOUR COMMENTS ON GRANTS TO SCHOOLS

 
2. Arthur James BALFOUR (1848-1930)
Letter Signed (“Arthur James Balfour”) while serving as First Lord of the Treasury, to the Reverend 
Isaac Taylor, regarding the “difficulty in administering the 5/- grant” to schools.
2½ pages 8vo marked “Private”, 10 Downing Street, 13 March 1897.   £295

“. . . there will be great difficulty in administering the 5/- grants 
whether through the Associations or through the Department. I 
may, however, in relation to your letter of the 11th point out that 
there is nothing in the Bill to prevent the school which you have so 
generously supported being regarded as ‘necessitous’. ‘Necessitous’ 
does not mean ‘insolvent’.”

The noted philologist Isaac Taylor was known for his 
sympathy and care for the underprivileged. He later caused 
great controversy when he called for a more tolerant attitude 
towards Islam and openly criticised the missionary societies. 
Balfour’s reform of the educational system culminated 
in the Education Act of 1902, known as the Balfour Act. 
Although the Act provided for greater financial support for 
Church of England schools, it angered the Nonconformists 
and Methodists who found themselves in a less powerful 
position.

The letter is somewhat browned at the edges, but is clear and 
legible throughout.



SIR HENRY BAYNTUN GIVES INSTRUCTIONS ON FITTING OUT HIS SHIP

3. Sir Henry William BAYNTUN (1766-1840)
Autograph Letter Signed (“HW Bayntun”) to “My dear Sir William”, giving extremely detailed 
instructions concerning the fitting out of his ship, the HMS Milford.
4 pages 8vo, ending with a sketch for a “crutch for spanker book”, 33 Great Portland Street, n.d. 
[but probably 1809].          £750               

Captain Bayntun had served in the West Indies for ten years before returning to England in 1804, when 
he was given command of the Leviathan, which he commanded at the battle of Trafalgar.  In 1809 he 
took command of HMS Milford, the ship in question in this letter. Bayntun was appointed rear-admiral 
of the blue in 1812.

In this letter, he gives us an unusually detailed insight into the ships of the period.

“I have always found great convenience in having a Chase Port at the fore part of the Quarter Deck, before the 
Main Rigging . . . Altho’ we did not approve . . . of a Platform in the Bread Room indiscriminately . . . yet . . . it 
is a good thing for ships of large dimensions, which have not a large compliment [sic] of men; the Milford will be 
of this description, therefore I should like much to have her fitted in that manner . . .

. . . In the Leviathan the fifth Lieutenant willingly accepted of a Birth [sic] by the side of the Captain’s Pantry, on 
the Starboard side . . . The same contrivance was adopted in the Sans Pariel [sic] by Lord Hugh Seymour for the 
accommodation of the Chaplain – I should like much to have it so arranged in the Milford.

In making the Cross Jack yard, I wish they would not cut the Spar to the exact length, but leave an equal proportion 
at each yard arm, (according to what the Diameter of the Slings will allow) to be tapered as the rest of the Yard:- 



this extra length will prevent the entanglement with 
the Backstays, & do away the necessity of lashing on 
outriggers. . .

I am not aware if Topsail Yards are made more stout in 
the Slings than they were four or five years since . . . I 
think they should be . . . otherwise they will not bear 
the Sail to be hoisted well up, and run great risk when 
going before the wind with the two Topmast Steering 
sails set . . . Now I would . . . do away part of the evil 
by fixing two single Tye Blocks, in lieu of one double . 
. . at about two feet distance, would bring the strain on 
in two places . . .

Driver Boom’s after they are lowered into the Crutch, 
do great injury to the Stern . . . surely it would be of 
little expence the fitting a strong Roller into the Tafral 
Rail . . . “

There is a minor hole at the central fold, not 
affecting the text, evidently caused by an ink 
blot.



MAX BEERBOHM DELIVERS AN ARTICLE

 
4. Max BEERBOHM (1872-1956)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Max Beerbohm”) to “My dear Christian”.
1¾ pages small 8vo on separate leaves, 48 Upper Berkeley Street, Tuesday, n.d. [?1914]. £260

Saying “Probably I can let you have the article tomorrow evening 
(Wednesday) - If not then, Thursday morning, at latest - And of 
course James Douglas’ book will be referred to. Indeed, it will be the 
starting point, and basis throughout.”

James Douglas, journalist, critic and editor of the Star and 
Sunday Express, had written a study of the poet and critic 
Theodore Watts-Dunton, Swinburne’s minder and house-mate, 
in 1904. Watts-Dunton died in 1914, and it is very possible that 
Beerbohm, who had known both him and Swinburne well, had 
been asked to write an article of appreciation and intended to 
refer to Douglas’ book.

Two small filing holes at the head of both pages, not affecting 
the text.



E.F. BENSON MISSES A MEETING

5. Edward Frederic BENSON (1867-1940)
Autograph Letter Signed (“E.F. Benson”) to “Dear Mrs. Powles” [Mrs. Isabel Powles, who lived at 
Rother Cliff, on the outskirts of Rye], apologizing that he will be unable to attend a meeting.
2 pages 8vo, Lamb House, Rye, 27 February 1939.    £145

“Many regrets. I am afraid I can’t manage to come to the 
meeting on Friday.  

It was very pleasant seeing you & your husband yesterday. 
We traversed a lot of sceult land.” 

The last of E.F. Benson’s magnificent Lucia novels, 
Trouble for Lucia, was published in 1939. Benson 
moved to Rye in East Sussex in 1918, and, renamed 
“Tilling” it served as the backdrop for much of the 
Lucia series. He also lived for a while in Brompton 
Square, where much of the action of Lucia in London 
is set.

Lewis and Isabel Powles lived on the outskirts of Rye, 
and the meeting referred to may well have something 
in common with the social events depicted in the 
Lucia books. The Powles’ daughter, Viola, later Viola 
Bayley, became a noted author of books for young 
adults and adventure stories.

The letter’s folds are quite visible, but it is otherwise 
in very good condition.



BERTHIER AND THE AWARD OF BONUSES AFTER AUSTERLITZ

6. Louis Alexandre BERTHIER, Prince of Wagram and Neuchatel (1753-1815)
Letter Signed (“Ml Berthier”) to the Inspector in Chief of Revenues for the Grande Armée, informing 
him which servicemen will or will not be eligible for bonuses paid at the end of the Austerlitz 
campaign.
1 page folio in French, Munich, 14 March 1806.         £395

Trans: “. . . regarding the payments of campaign bonuses. 1. All officers who rejoined the army since the 1st of 
January, that is to say after the ratification of the peace treaty, should not receive any bonuses for the campaign; 
this decision is based on the fact that an officer only has a right to his appointment and his campaign bonus 
from the time he joins his corps, he only acquires his equipment after he has joined . . . 2. All the officers who 
were promoted in the army after the Battle of Austerlitz equally have no right to the campaign bonus, nor to the 
supplement, because they were aware of the preliminaries to the peace, and will certainly not have incurred any 
costs to increase their equipment for the campaign.”

The bonuses in question were paid to help defer the costs of the various items officers would have had 
to purchase before rejoining their regiments. The Treaty of Pressburg, signed at the end of 1805 after 
the French victory at Austerlitz, marked the zenith of the French Empire.

Very slightly frayed at the top, and a little browned at the edges, but otherwise in sound condition.



PEARL BUCK WRITES TO THE FIRST MRS. STEFAN ZWEIG

7. Pearl BUCK (1892-1973)
Typed Letter Signed (“Pearl S. Buck”) to Mrs. Frederika Zweig, saying that she would be glad to 
see a manuscript. 
Half page 4to, Perkasie, Pennsylvania, 6 October 1944.    £245

“I shall be very glad to see Mrs. Askenazy’s manuscript and I am sure John Day would be interested. I am 
passing the letter on to Richard Walsh.

Please give my regards to Mrs. Askenazy. I remember very clearly our most interesting talk.”

Pearl Buck has signed her name, and typed below “(Mrs. Richard J. Walsh)”. Walsh, an editor at John 
Day publishers in New York, had published Buck’s first novel, East Wind West Wind in 1930. A fruitful 
professional partnership developed into a more permanent relationship, and they were married in 
1935. Three years later, Buck was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature following the publication of 
her most famous work, The Good Earth.

Pearl Buck’s correspondent, Frederika Zweig retained her married name after her divorce from the 
great writer, Stefan Zweig. Her former husband had committed suicide in 1942, in despair at the fate 
of Europe and European culture in the throes of war, barbarity and fascist dictatorship.



A ROBERT BURNS FRAGMENT

8. Robert BURNS (1759-1796)
Fragment of Autograph Letter Signed (“Robt Burns”), subscription and signature on one side and 
one line in his hand on the verso.
2 x 22 cms., n.p., n.d.             £825                                                                        

The line on the verso, evidently the text of the letter, reads: “value as his Rhymes: I beg your permission, 
Sir, from time to”. The letter had, very sadly, been cut down to preserve only the autograph with the 
subscription: “shall ever be, Sir, your deeply indebted and most obedient humble servt.”



THE QUEEN OF DENMARK WELCOMES ELIZABETH FRY

9. CAROLINE AMALIE, Queen Consort of Denmark (1796-1881)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Caroline Amelie”), to “Chère Madame Fry!”, welcoming the prison 
reformer Elizabeth Fry to Denmark.
1 page 8vo in French, n.p., n.d. [annotated in another hand “1842”, but more likely 1841].    £695

Trans: “The bearer of these lines, Mr. Pauli, is a young pastor of the parish of the castle, who concerns himself 
with the improvement of prisons and the spiritual care of the prisoners. All this is in a deplorable condition here, 
may God bless your coming.”

The date of the letter is most likely 1841, when Elizabeth Fry travelled to the Netherlands, Germany 
and Denmark to advise on prison reform in those countries, having already done much to ameliorate 
conditions in British prisons.

Caroline Amalie, wife and consort of Christian VIII of Denmark, was famed for her work on behalf of 
the poor and disadvantaged in the kingdom, and it is entirely in character for her to greet the Quaker 
reformer with such warmth.

Caroline Amalie was herself born into the Danish royal house, as the daughter of Princess Louise 
Auguste, daughter of Christian VII of Denmark (or, quite possibly, Johann Friedrich Struensee) and 
Caroline Matilda, sister of George III of Great Britain.

The letter is directed at the bottom as being sent 
“by Mrs. WH Leatham”, wife of the Liberal 
politician William Henry Leatham, and a relation 
of Elizabeth Fry.

Another hand has annotated, below Caroline 
Amalie’s signature “Queen of Denmark”.



EDWARD CARSON SENDS SAD NEWS TO AN OFFICER AT THE FRONT

10. Sir Edward CARSON (1854-1935)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Edward Carson”) to “Dear Sir Reginald”, asking him to send a telegraph 
to Lord Farnham whose “two boys are dying”.
1 page 4to, 5 Eaton Place, 12 April 1916.   £175

“Will you greatly oblige me by sending this telegram through to Lord Farnham - It is a very sad case as his two 
boys are dying & Lady Farnham has all her other children ill. The enclosed is from Lady Farnham . . .”

Arthus Kenlis Maxwell, Lord Farnham, was, like Carson, allied to the Unionist cause. Both of Lord 
Farnham’s sons, mentioned here, died while their father was serving in France with the Royal 
Inniskilling Fusiliers.

Carson had resigned as Attorney General in the wartime ministry in October of the previous year, 
critical of what he saw as the mishandling of the war. A fortnight later, the Easter uprising was to turn 
his attention back to the state of Ireland.

Some very light foxing.



A STUDIO IS PROVIDED FOR JAN FRANS VAN DAEL

11. Jean-Antoine CHAPTAL (1756-1832)
Letter Signed (“Chaptal”), to the Flemish artist Jan Frans Vandaël, informing him that a studio will 
be made available to him in the “musée des artistes”.
1 page 4to in French with integral address leaf, headed with the vignette of the figure of liberty and 
the words “Liberté / Egalité”, Paris, 7 fructidor an 10 [25 August 1801].     £245

A brief letter. Trans: “I am informing you, citizen, that I have invited Citizen Moreau to place one of the artist’s 
studios which will be built in the museum of artists at your disposal.”

The Antwerp-born artist Jan Frans van Daël had moved to Paris as a young man, where he soon 
became popular as a painter of fruits and flowers in the Dutch manner. Both the Empress Josephine, 
and later the Empress Marie Louise, were known to have purchased some of his pictures.

Jean-Antoine Chaptal, a respected chemist, did much to reorganise the administration of France under 
the Consulate. He resigned his post as Minister of the Interior with the advent of the Empire, although 
his disapproval of the change in the political landscape does not seem to have incurred Napoleon’s 
disfavour. He spent his ‘retirement’ working to improve French agriculture, with admirable results.

The letter is slightly frayed at the edges, but is nevertheless in good, clear condition.



OLIVER CROMWELL’S GRANDFATHER

12. Henry CROMWELL (d. 1604)
Document Signed (“Harry Cromwell”), an acquittance for three thousand eight hundred pounds 
for the purchase of the “messuages, lands . . .and hereditaments . . .” in St. Neots, also signed by the 
witnesses. The original seal, which would have been under Cromwell’s signature, has been neatly 
cut away.
1 page folio, sympathetically framed in a simple black and gold frame, n.p., 20 June 1600. £1450

“Receaved by me Henrie Williams al[ia]s Cromwell . . . in the Countie of Huntinton Esquire of S[ir] Edmund 
Anderson Knight Lord She[r]ife Ofice of her Ma[jes]ties Co[u]rt of Comon Pleas the Some of Three Thousand 
and eighte hundred pounndes of Currannt Englishe money . . . in full payment & satisfaccon . . . w[hi]ch the 
saide S[ir] Edmund Anderson . . . was to paie unto me the saide Henrie for the purchase of all those manors, 



messuages, lands . . . and hereditaments conteyned in the paire of Indentures made between the saide S[ir] 
Edmund Anderson . . . and me the saide Henrie Williams al[ia]s Cromwell . . .”

A note on the verso of the frame informs us that the document is docketed “. . . for ye purchase of St 
Neots”.

The use of the term “Henrie Williams alias Cromwell” is interesting. Henry’s grandfather, Morgan 
Williams, had left Wales to settle in Putney, where he met and married Thomas Cromwell’s elder sister 
Katherine. Thomas Cromwell’s subsequent rise to power brought many benefits to Morgan Williams, 
and to his son Richard, who took an active part in the Dissolution of the Monasteries and acquired 
several wealthy properties in Huntingdonshire. The change in the family name from Williams to 
Cromwell was in part due to the link with the now-powerful Thomas, but also in part due to laws 
enacted under Henry VIII which changed Welsh surnames from the patronymic, i.e., ap Owen, etc., 
to fixed surnames. It would therefore have made sense for the family to adopt the name of Henry’s 
grandmother, Cromwell.

Henry Cromwell was well thought of by Elizabeth I (in whose reign this document was issued), who 
knighted him, and also by the people of Huntingdonshire, by whom he was said to be “universally 
esteemed”. He appears to have been a generous man, as well as a wealthy one.

As well as being the great-nephew of Thomas Cromwell, Henry was also grandfather to Oliver 
Cromwell, through his second son, Robert.

An attractive document, with remarkable associations.



D’ANNUNZIO TO HIS MISTRESS

13. Gabriele D’ANNUNZIO (1863-1938)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Gabri”) to his mistress Natalia Goloubev, asking her to taste some 
wines.
Half page 4to in Italian wiht autograph envelope [the envelope in pencil], n.p., n.d. [but 1908-09]. 
   £525

Trans: “Dear little one, taste 
the wine in these three bottles, 
and then tell me which you like 
the best.”

D’Annunzio met Countess 
Natalia Goloubev, wife 
of a Russian diplomat, in 
1908. It was during their 
relatively brief relationship 
that d’Annunzio wrote his 
tragedy Fedra (Phèdre), 
which met with a mixed 
reception.



COUNT D’ORSAY IMPROVES A PICTURE

14. Alfred, Count D’ORSAY (1801-1852)
Autograph Letter Signed (“A d’Orsay”) to an unnamed correspondent, probably an art publisher, 1 
page 8vo on gilt-edged paper with integral blank leaf, Gore House [Kensington], 30 August 1848.       
  £395

“I think that you will find that I have much improved the likeness. Lady Blessington and the Misses Power 
[evidently relatives of Lady Blessington, whose maiden name was Power] are of this opinion – I hope that 
you will let me have a few copies of it, when printed. Lord Chesterfield gave me an engraving from Mr. Clive’s 
picture which I find admirable.”

Count D’Orsay, the son of one of Napoleon’s generals, made his home in England in the early 1820’s. Very 
good-looking and an artist of minor but genuine talent, he was a friend of Dickens, Disraeli, Thackeray, 
and the the exiled Louis Napoleon. His ménage à trois with the beautiful Margaret, Lady Blessington 
and her husband gave rise to great scandal, a scandal only intensified by his unconsummated marriage 
to Margaret’s stepdaughter Harriet. In 1849, a year after the date of this letter, his extravagance and 
debts forced him to flee to France. His friend Disraeli based the character of Count Alcibiades de 
Mirabel in his novel Henrietta Temple on D’Orsay.



THE DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE ORDERS SOME BOOKS

15. Elisabeth Cavendish, née Foster, Duchess of DEVONSHIRE (1757-1824)
Autograph Letter Signed (“E[lizabe]th D[uche]sse de Devonshire”) to an unidentified correspondent 
[a pencilled note on the verso reads “Addressed to A. Jullien”], thanking him for sending her a 
bookseller’s catalogue and listing books which she would like to obtain.
1 page 8vo in French, Paris, 19 November n.y. [annotated in pencil “1818”].  £475

Trans: “Thank you very much, Monsieur, for sending me the binder, and the catalogue of books – there is a 
Horace with notes by Bond, could you kindly let me know the price, and I do not know if one can also find a Virgil 
and an Ovid with notes by Bond – could you be very kind and help me – the London, Glasgow, Edinburgh and 
Baskerville editions are the ones which I have been asked to find, if I can fulfil that request I would be delighted. I 
would have great pleasure in thanking you in person –“

Elisabeth Foster married the fifth Duke of Devonshire two years after the death of his first wife and 
her closest friend, Georgiana. Two years after the wedding, the Duke died, and Elisabeth eventually 
settled in Rome.

A close friend of many of the leading artists and thinkers of the time, she herself wrote novels – of 



which only one was published under her name during her lifetime – and she arranged and paid for the 
publication of translations of Horace and Virgil with engravings by well-known artists.

If her correspondent is indeed A. Jullien, as suggested by the note on the verso, this might well be 
Marc-Antoine Jullien, known as Jullien de Paris, who was on friendly terms with Elisabeth’s friend 
Madame de Staël, and from 1818 the editor of the Revue Encyclopédique.

Remains of guard to the verso of the letter and a few unobtrusive pencilled marks to the recto, but the 
letter is otherwise in very good condition.



DIBDIN AWAITS PUBLICATION

16. Thomas John DIBDIN (1771-1841)
Autograph Letter Signed (“T. J. Dibdin”) to an unidentified correspondent, explaining that “the 
Work in question has been all printed . . . these ten months”.
1 page 4to, Wyndham Place, 13 February 1827.    £165

“I wish I could answer your letter with as much pleasure as I do readiness.

The Work in question has been all printed, & ready for publication, these ten months: nothing, I believe, but the 
precariousness of the times preventing its appearance.

I am however willing to hope and believe that it will come before the Public in the course of the Spring.”

The dramatist Thomas Dibdin was well acquainted with the changing fortunes which frequently beset 
those who make a living from the theatre. His comedies, operas and pantomimes had been enormously 
successful at the beginning of the century, bringing very satisfying profits to the theatres with which he 
was associated. However, his gamble with the Surrey Theatre (actually located at Blackfriars) proved 
unwise and he eventually went bankrupt. He published his Reminiscences in two volumes in 1827, 
undoubtedly the work alluded to in this letter.

There is a slight tear at fold at the top right, but the letter is otherwise in very good condition.



A VISIT TO THE VILLA OF THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND

17. Dorothée de Courlande, Duchesse de DINO (1793-1862)
Autograph Letter Signed (“D”) to an unnamed correspondent [in fact, the architect Phidias 
Vestier], sending him two passes [not present], one for entry to the villa of the Dowager Duchess 
of Sutherland, the other for Bromley Hill.
3¼ pages 8vo in French, n.p. [but London], “Jeudi” n.d. [but after 1830].    £345

The very beautiful and very wealthy German-born Dorothée de Courlande married Edmond de 
Talleyrand-Périgord, nephew of the great diplomat, in 1809, largely through the intercession of Tsar 
Alexander I. The marriage left the young Dorothée in a virtual no-man’s-land. She had been brought 
up in a family which had every reason to hate Napoleon and, by extension, the French, but she now 
found herself at the heart of the new French establishment.

The marriage proved unhappy, and by the time of the Congress of Vienna in 1814, the couple were 
living apart. However, it was the Congress of Vienna which propelled her into a new and far more 
important role in life, when she accompanied her uncle by marriage, Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand, 
as his hostess in Vienna. Henceforth, her place would be at his side.

There is still, occasionally, debate as to whether or not she was his mistress, but the evidence generally 



implies that she was. In any case, they lived as a contented family together, something which surprised 
visitors who knew both parties prone to amorous adventures. Ferdinand I, King of the Two Sicilies, 
granted the Duchy of Dino to Talleyrand after the Congress of Vienna, in recognition of his services. 
The title was passed to Talleyrand’s nephew, and thus Dorothée became Duchesse de Dino, the title by 
which she is generally remembered.

When Talleyrand was appointed ambassador to London in 1830, Dorothée accompanied him. London 
suited her better than Paris, where she was considered ‘German’ and indeed better than her early home 
near Berlin, where she had come to be seen as ‘French’. For Talleyrand, the presence of a hostess who 
was both beautiful and extremely intelligent was a welcome asset.

It is evident that this letter dates from her time in London, between 1830 and 1838.

Trans: “Here are the two passes – one for Westhill, villa of the Dowager Duchess of Sutherland whose garden and 
greenhouse are pretty, which you must go and discover. You get there by Battersea Bridge, and it takes less than 
an hour; it is near Wimbleton [sic]. The pass is addressed to both the Housekeeper and the gardener.

The second note is for Bromley Hill. You should go there the day after tomorrow – it will take an hour and a half 
to get there; you pass through Greenwich and you take the road for the town of Bromley but instead of going as 
far as the town, you enter, about one mile before, into the Park of Lord Farnborough. Be good enough to return 
to me the pass from Lord Farnborough and that of the Duchess of Sutherland when you no longer need them and 
they have asked me to return them.”

In a postscript she adds, “The greenhouse of Bromley Hill is, I am told, perfectly and gracefully attached to the 
apartment.”

The unnamed recipient was in fact the architect Phidias Vestier, a protégé of Talleyrand, who was later 
responsible for some work at Talleyrand’s ancestral home of Valencay.



DREYFUS CONGRATULATES A SUPPORTER

18. Alfred DREYFUS (1859-1935)
Autograph Letter Signed (“A Dreyfus”) to Paul Painlevé, congratulating him on his nomination to 
the Academy of Sciences.
1 page 12mo in French on a “Carte Pneumatique Fermée” (a ”petit bleu”), 53 Rue de Chateaudun, 
n.d. [postmarked 12 December 1900].     £1250                                  

Trans : “I learn with profound joy of your nomination to the Academy of Sciences. Allow me to come and 
congratulate you and to express at the same time my feelings of strong and cordial sympathy.”

Dreyfus’ initial sentence had been quashed due to irregularities, but only after he had spent five years 
on Devil’s Island. In bizarre twist, when Dreyfus was re-tried at Rennes in 1899, he was again found 
guilty of treason, but “attenuating circumstances” meant that he was only given a ten year sentence. 
As Dreyfus said himself in his memoirs, “how can there be attenuating circumstances in a case of 
treason?” Ten days later, he was granted a presidential pardon, which he was reluctant to accept, as 
his aim was to clear his name, but his brother persuaded him that his health would not tolerate another 
period in prison.

This letter was therefore written just over a year after that pardon, but whilst Dreyfus was still fighting 
to prove his innocence. It would take another six years to achieve that goal.

Paul Painlevé was a very distinguished mathematician. Among other things, his calculations led him 
to maintain the viability of a flying machine, and in 1908, when Wilbur Wright travelled to France 



to demonstrate his new flying machine, Professor Painlevé flew as his passenger for a distance of 55 
kilometers. 

The Dreyfus affair prompted Painlevé to become politically active, and he joined the Ligue Francaise 
pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme. The League was founded in 1898 and its first campaign was 
the defence of Captain Dreyfus. Its work continues today, fighting for the rights of those least able to 
defend themselves. 

Painlevé was eventually elected to the French Parliament as a socialist. In 1917 he served briefly, but 
effectively, as Minister of War.



REHEARSALS FOR THE PREMIERE OF CARACTACUS

19. Edward ELGAR (1857-1934)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Edward Elgar”) to “Dear Sirs” [his music publishers, Novello & Co.], 
asking them to send complete copies of the score 
of Caractacus for rehearsals.
2 pages 8vo with integral blank leaf, Malvern, 
Malvern, 29 June n.y. [1898].  £525

“Caractacus: Mr. Spark (Leeds) proposes to have a 
quartette of temporary soloists for the full rehearsal 
(next week) could you send him four (complete) copies 
of anything thats ready for their use.” In a postscript, 
he adds “these artists are understudies not the people 
engaged for the fest[ival].”

The soloists referred to here were no doubt the 
four singers – a tenor, a baritone and two basses. 
Elgar’s cantata, the story of a British chieftain who 
fought the Roman invasion, had its premiere at the 
Leeds Festival in October 1898. An overtly patriotic 
work, it was dedicated to Queen Victoria, who had 
celebrated her diamond jubilee the previous year.

A vertical line, relatively unobtrusive, has been 
drawn through the letter, evidently by someone at 
Novello’s to indicate the matter had been dealt with. 
The first page of the letter is slightly darkened, but 
the letter is otherwise in very good condition.



EDNA FERBER THANKS A PERCEPTIVE ADMIRER

20. Edna FERBER (1885-1968)
Typed Letter Signed (“Edna Ferber”) to Otmar Meisel in Germany, who had evidently written her 
a letter praising her novel Cimarron.
1 page 4to, together with the typed envelope, 730 Park Avenue, 16 May 1957.  £195

Edna Ferber was one of the most popular American writers of the first half of the twentieth century, 
and several of her books were turned into successful films, including Cimarron, Giant and Saratoga 
Trunk. Her collaborations with George S. Kaufman also led to some enjoyable comedies of which 
Dinner at Eight was filmed with John Barrymore and Jean Harlow.

“It is pleasant to know that you have read and enjoyed my book CIMARRON. Your understanding of its 
underlying theme impresses me. I think most readers see only the more superficial aspects of this book . . . I 
wonder if you have read any of my more recent books -- particularly one entitled GIANT . . . My thanks to you 
for your interesting letter.”



THE POSTMASTER GENERAL MAKES ARRANGEMENTS FOR LETTERS TO THE ARMY

21. FREDERICK, Duke of York (1763-1827)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Frederick”) to the Postmaster General, Lord Auckland, expressing his 
satisfaction with “arrangements … for the regular conveyance of letters”.
1 page 4to, Schagen Bruck, 30 September 1799.              £495       

“I take the earliest oportunity [sic] in my power to acknowledge the receipt of Your Lordships Letter of the 20th 
Instant, and to express to Your Lordship how perfectly satisfied I am with the arrangements which you have been 
so good as to make for the regular conveyance of Letters to and from the Army. I am very happy that You have 
determined to send two Packets per Week, as it will be a great satisfaction to every Body to hear as frequently as 
possible from their friends at home. . . we must expect some of our friends to make a little Noise upon every point 
which concerns the Militia. . .”

Frederick had the misfortune to be involved in two unsuccessful campaigns of the Revolutionary and 
Napoleonic Wars, first in Flanders in 1793-95, and then in Holland in 1799. It was the second of these 
which gave rise to the popular rhyme The Grand Old Duke of York.

He learned the lessons of these setbacks, and, as Commander-in-Chief set about reforming the army. 
His reforms bore fruit in the army’s successes in the Peninsula some ten years later. By then, however, 
Frederick had resigned in the wake of the commissions selling scandal caused by his mistress, Mary 
Anne Clarke.



CHRISTOPHER FRY CONCENTRATES ON WRITING

22. Christopher FRY (1907-2005)
Typed Letter Signed (“Christopher Fry”) to “Dear Mr. Sampson” [A.H. Sampson, Vice-President 
of the Cambridge Union Society], declining an invitation to speak at the Union debate as “I have 
taken an oath to accept no engagements for a year or two”.
1 page 8vo, 27 Blomfield Road, W9, 17 June 1952.   £110

“I am extremely grateful to you for your invitation to speak at your Union debate in November but I have taken 
an oath to accept no engagements for a year or two: a measure of desperation springing form the past twelve 
months when not a line has been written.

I appreciate very much the honour you have done me and regret that my answer has to be a refusal.”

Fry had enjoyed a very successful phase a few years earlier, which saw three of his most successful 
plays, The Lady’s Not For Burning in 1948 and Venus Observed as well as his translation from the French, 
Ring Round the Moon, in 1950. His fallow period will have done him little harm, as he enjoyed further 
success in 1954 with The Dark is Light Enough and The Lark a year later.

Fry’s typewriter ribbon appears to have been nearing the end of its useful days, as the letter is slightly 
faint, but his signature remains very clear and strong.



A PAINTER ADMIRED BY ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT

23. Francois, Baron GERARD (1770-1837)
Autograph Letter Signed (“F. Gérard”) to an unidentified Baron, recommending Mr. Richter, a 
young German painter, admired by Alexander von Humboldt.
1½ pages 4to with integral blank leaf, in French, n.p., 8 November 1828.    £395          

Gérard asks his correspondent to look with favour on [trans:] “. . . Mr. Richter, a young German painter 
who has already shown remarkable talent in his Art. He is leaving for Munich and would greatly value a few 
words of recommendation from Your Excellency. I have the pleasure of knowing for some years this worthy young 
man, whom Mr. A[lexan]dre de Humboldt told me recently he found worthy of note, and I assure you he is in 
every respect worthy of your protection. . .” Gérard signs himself as “P[ein]tre du Roi”, a position granted 
to him by the restored Louis XVIII.

Gérard was a protégé of David, who became one of the pre-eminent painters of the Napoleonic period. 
His portraits range from Napoleon himself, to Madame Mère, Caroline, Murat, Ney, Mme. Récamier, 
Mme. Tallien. After Waterloo, his sitters included 
not only the restored Bourbon monarchs, but 
also Wellington and Canning. Gérard’s immense 
historical painting of the Battle of Austerlitz was 
particularly appreciated by Napoleon.

The great naturalist and explorer, Alexander von 
Humboldt lived in Paris until 1827. It is possible 
that the recipient of this letter might have been 
his elder brother, the philosopher and diplomat 
Baron Wilhelm von Humboldt.



24. William GODWIN (1756-1836)
Final lines of an Autograph Letter Signed (“William Godwin”), most likely arranging a meeting.
Half page 8vo, n.p., “Tuesday, Jan. 15”.               £210                               

The letter has most unfortunately been cut down to preserve the signature in an album, as it shows the 
remains of mounting on the verso.

“. . . In either case we will hold ourselves in readiness; but we should be glad to know, a day or two beforehand, 
which it is to be . . .”



SIR GEORGE GREY DEPARTS FOR NEW ZEALAND

25. Sir George GREY (1812-1898)
Autograph Letter Signed (“G Grey”) to “My dear Sir Frederick”, thanking him for his good wishes 
as he was about to leave the Cape Colony for his second 
term as Governor of New Zealand.
2½ pages 8vo, Government House, Cape Town, 22 July 
1861.   £325

“I must thank you for your letter of the 5th of June, wishing me 
success in New Zealand. I shall sail for Auckland in from ten 
days to a fortnight . . . when I am there I will exert myself to 
the utmost to do my duty, and to justify the confidence which 
the Colonial Office has reposed in me. I shall leave this country 
with great regret, as I see my way clearly to a great future for it, 
and cannot help fearing that unless it is very carefully guided, 
troubles will spring up in it again before long.”

Grey was a particularly successful governor of the Cape 
Colony, with progressive ideas which were not always, 
indeed seldom, looked upon favourably by the government 
in London. When he left Cape Town to take up his post 
in New Zealand, he left his own collection of Mediaeval 
and Renaissance books and manuscripts to the National 
Library of South Africa.



AN IMPRESSIVE ARRAY OF SIGNATURES

26. JACOBEAN PRIVY COUNCIL
Eight lines from the conclusion of a Privy Council document ordering payment to Sir John Wood for 
the provision of victuals, signed by members of the Privy Council including the Treasurer, Thomas 
Sackville, Earl of Dorset; Thomas Howard, Earl of Suffolk; Sir Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland; 
Gilbert Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury; Edward Somerset, Earl of Worcester; George Clifford, Earl of 
Cumberland; Charles Blount, Earl of Devonshire; Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton; Robert 
Cecil, Earl of Salisbury and Edward la Zouche, Baron Zouche.                                                                
Half page folio, 30 June 1604.    £1750

An impressive array of signatures.

Sir Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland was known as the “Wizard Earl” for his scientific experiments 
and his interest in alchemy. He was imprisoned, unjustly, a year later, under suspicion of involvement 
in the Gunpowder Plot. His grandfather had been executed under Henry VIII for his involvement 
in the northern rebellion, the Pilgrimage of Grace, and an earlier Henry Percy is remembered as 



Shakespeare’s rebel, Harry Hotspur. This particular Henry Percy’s interests, however, lay in science, 
gardening and literature rather than rebellion.

Gilbert Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, was both the stepson and son-in-law of the famous – or perhaps 
notorious – Bess of Hardwick. He was to lose his place on the Privy Council some years later as a result 
of his involvement in the secret marriage of his niece, Arbella Stuart.

Charles Blount, Baron Mountjoy and Earl of Devonshire had served in Ireland with the Earl of Essex, 
later becoming Lord Deputy of Ireland. He brought the Tyrone Rebellion to a successful (for England) 
conclusion, signing a treaty with Hugh O’Neill. In 1605, he married his mistress, Essex’s sister 
Penelope Devereux, after her first husband, Robert Rich, Baron Rich (grandson of Richard Rich who 
had contributed to the downfall of Thomas More) had divorced her. Penelope Devereux is frequently 
cited as the probable model for Sir Philip Sidney’s Stella in his Astrophel and Stella sonnets.

Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton, was no stranger to intrigues; his elder brother, the Duke of 
Norfolk was executed in 1572 for plotting to place Mary Stuart on the English throne and restore 
Catholicism. Henry Howard came under suspicion as well for association with Mary Stuart, and may 
have been a Catholic. What is certain is that he was a judge at the trials of both Walter Raleigh and Guy 
Fawkes, in each case pressing for a conviction, with perhaps more justice in the latter case than in the 
former.

Edward la Zouche, Baron Zouche, is remembered chiefly as a Commissioner at the trial of Mary 
Queen of Scots, the only commissioner at the trial to oppose her sentence. He was also a patron of Ben 
Jonson.

One may conclude by remarking that Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury, son of Elizabeth I’s advisor, the 
great William Cecil, should need no further introduction.

There are a few holes where the ink has eaten through the paper, particularly on the signatures of 
Shrewsbury and Devonshire, but these are largely invisible until the paper is held up to the light. The 
fragment has been laid down at the bottom of the page to stiff white paper to protect it.



WILLIAM JENNER INVITES THE DUKE OF ALBANY TO THE RCP

27. Sir William JENNER (1815-1898)
Autograph Letter Signed (“W. Jenner”) to “My dear Collins” [Sir Robert Collins, Comptroller 
of the Royal Household], asking whether the Duke of Albany [Queen Victoria’s youngest son, 
Prince Leopold] would “greatly favor me” with his 
attendance at the Conversazione at the Royal College 
of Physicians.
3 pages 8vo, 63 Brook Street, 13 June 1883.    £395

“It is most probably the last year that I shall fill the office of 
President of the Royal College of Physicians. Last year HRH 
the Duke of Albany honoured the College with his presence 
but he came so late that the Prince of Wales had left & the 
rooms were nearly empty as all had given up hopes of his 
attending. Now my object in writing is to ask if he will so 
greatly favour me personally & the Fellows generally as to be 
present at the Conversazione at the College July 4th.

I write to you as I suppose it is the best & most proper way 
of bring[ing] the invitation under His Royal Highness 
consideration.”

A distinguished physician, Sir William Jenner was 
appointed one of Queen Victoria’s doctors, and attended 
Prince Albert in his final illness. The Duke of Albany, 
who Jenner particularly liked and respected, died a year 
after this letter, at the age of only 30. A haemophiliac, he 
slipped, fell, and died of a haemorrhage.



AUGUSTUS JOHN ENDORSES THE VOLUNTARY UNOFFICIAL AUNTS

28. Augustus JOHN (1878-1961)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Augustus John”) to Mrs. Clara Hardy of West Didsbury, Manchester, 
praising the V.U.A. and wishing it continued success.
1 page small 4to together with the autograph envelope, Fryern Court, Fordingbridge, 23 March 
1954.   £525

“I am in full sympathy with the constitution and aims of V.U.A. If only people would combine and work together 
on the lines of your enterprise, without waiting for the clumsy intervention of the State, this world would be a 
happier & livelier place to live in. With my best 
wishes for the continued success of V.U.A. with 
congratulations.”

Clara Hardy had founded the V.U.A. 
– Voluntary Unofficial Aunts – during the 
interwar years to provide assistance and 
respite care for parents and carers of the 
sick and elderly. The association, and others 
like it, flourished during the Second World 
War, when its benefits became ever more 
apparent.



MRS. JORDAN IS TAKEN ILL AFTER THE BIRTH OF HER SON

29. Dorothea JORDAN (1761-1816)
Autograph Letter Signed (“D Jordan”) to Miss Downs expressing her concern for “the poor little 
girl” and desire to help “promote the interest . . . of the Boy”.
3 pages 4to with integral blank leaf, Bushy House, “Sunday” [postmarked 25 March 1805]. £450

“Having been taken dangerously ill on the 3rd day after my delivery, and continuing so, until a few days ago – I 
was not suffered to open a letter or to attend to any thing like business before yesterday, I therefore only yesterday 
received your letters, both together. I lament with you the situation of the poor little girl – and shall do every thing 
in my power to promote the interest & wishes of the Boy – as soon as I am able I will consult some respectable 
medical person with regard to the Boy, - I should have been happy to have seen the children but trust to your 
goodness under these circumstances for your acquitance of any … towards the poor children – have the goodness 
to let me have your address when you leave Portland Place, and at the same time excuse this scrawl as I really 
am barely able to hold a pen. . .”

The child whose birth had caused Dorothea Jordan’s illness was Augustus, the last son and penultimate 
of her ten children by the Duke of Clarence, later William IV. Intelligent, charming and an excellent 
comic actress, Mrs. Jordan excelled in breeches roles, such as Rosalind in As You Like It, in spite of the 
inconvenience of her numerous pregnancies. She and William enjoyed a happy domestic life together 



for twenty years, before a combination of debts and the urgent need for a legitimate eventual heir to the 
throne forced him to find suitable wife. Dorothea was left with a suitable financial settlement, but this 
was withdrawn when she returned briefly to the stage, and she suffered the fate of other impoverished 
mistresses, dying in straightened circumstances in France.

The boy and girl referred to in this letter remain unidentified, but the letter itself is addressed to “Miss 
Downss at Lady Page Turners Portland Place”; the Lady Page-Turner in question was Frances, wife of 
the MP Sir Gregory Page-Turner.



30. Jan KUBELIK (1880-1940)
Postcard Photograph Signed (“Jan Kubelik”), an attractive early three-quarter length portrait of the 
young violinist, holding his violin. 
13½ x 8½ cms, n.p., n.d.     £195

A very attractive portrait of the great Czech virtuoso violinist.



THANKS FOR SERVICES TO THE MEXICAN EMPIRE

 
31. LEOPOLD I (1790-1865)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Leopold”) to “Monsieur le Maréchal” [probably Marshal Bazaine, 
leader of the French troops in Mexico], thanking him for his services to the Mexican Empire. 1¾ 
pages 4to in French on gilt-edged paper. Laeken, 29 December 1864.  £995

In this intriguing letter, Leopold I thanks the French marshal for his services towards the Mexican 
Empire, ruled by his son-in-law, Maximilian of Hapsburg and his daughter Charlotte. At the time of 
this letter, Maximilian and Carlotta had been Emperor and Empress of Mexico for barely six months. 
Marshal Bazaine was already in Mexico as commander of the French Expeditionary Force. If the 
letters which Maximilian and Carlotta sent to Leopold regarding the Marshal resembled those sent to 
Napoleon III, one can only assume that this letter was meant as a soothing compliment, for relations 
between Maximilian and Bazaine were strained, to say the least. Indeed, Bazaine took his orders from 
Napoleon, whose lack of support at the crucial moment in his Mexican adventure proved fatal to 
Maximilian.

Trans: “My very dear children the Emperor Maximilian and Empress Charlotte never fail to tell me, in the 
warmest terms, of the distinguished services which Your Excellency renders for the Mexican Empire and your 
never-ending kindness towards them. I beg Your Excellency to permit me to join them in their sentiments towards 



you and to accept the assurance of my high esteem . . .”

Leopold’s accession to the Belgian throne after the 1830 Revolution was vigorously promoted by his 
favourite niece, Queen Victoria. A skilled diplomat, he proved remarkably effective at establishing the 
new kingdom’s position in Europe while maintaining a scrupulous neutrality.

Tears at the folds have been repaired.



SIGNED BY LOUIS XVI DURING THE REVOLUTION

32. LOUIS XVI (1754-1793)
Document Signed (“Louis”), ordering payment of 30,000 livres for the Menus Plaisirs for the 
quarter from April 1791. Countersigned by the comptroller of the civil list, Arnaud de Laporte.
1 page folio in French, Paris, 16 July 1791.       £2950     

A particularly interesting document.

Barely a month earlier, during the night of 20-21 June, Louis and his family had attempted to flee Paris. 



Recognized by a minor official on the way, the royal party were soon stopped at the small town of 
Varennes. They were brought back to Paris in ignominy, passing palpably hostile crowds. In Paris, the 
reception refrained from violence, but was equally threatening.

But the king was still the king – the monarchy would not be abolished until 21 September 1792 – and it 
was the queen’s alleged lover, Axel von Fersen, and his associate the Marquis de Bouillé who officially 
took the blame for the flight to Varennes. The monarchy continued to function, despite the tensions 
and the upheavals, no longer in the splendour of Versailles, but in the far less salubrious confines of 
the Tuilleries palace in the centre of Paris.

However, any hope that Louis might reach an acceptable compromise with the revolutionary forces 
had vanished irrevocably with his attempted flight. On 16 July, as Louis signed this document, the 
National Assembly issued a decree suspending Louis’ right to exercise his executive power until such 
time as he had accepted the constitution. The following day saw riots in the Champ de Mars. Finally, 
on 14 September, Louis swore an oath, accepting the constitution.

The ‘Menus Plaisirs’ (literally the ‘lesser pleasures’) covered the expenses of ceremonies, festivities, 
masques, theatre and opera but also payments to various officials such as the Keeper of the King’s 
Wardrobe, Gentlemen of the Bedchamber, clothes and carriages. The sum of 30,000 livres can be set in 
perspective when one considers that in the early days of their reign, less than twenty years earlier, the 
sum required for the Queen’s dresses alone came to well over 120,000 livres annually.



THE COMTE DE PARIS TO THE DUKE OF ARGYLL

33. LOUIS-PHILIPPE d’ORLEANS, Comte de Paris (1838-1894)
Autograph Letter Signed (“LPD’Orleans Comte de Paris”) to the Duke of Argyll, regretting that he 
would not be able to visit him at Inverary as he had hoped.
2 pages 8vo with integral blank leaf, York House, 
Twickenham, 4 October 1868.  £225

“I had till lately expected to make a brief tour to Scotland, in 
which case I would have availed myself of your kind invitation 
and paid you a visit at Inverary. But I have been detained in 
Germany by the marriage of my Cousin the Duke d’Alencon 
with a Bavarian Princess, which marriage postponed from day 
to day took place only on Monday last near Münich. It was 
too late to go to Scotland and I have been obliged to defer my 
intended tour till next year.

I wish to tell you how much I regret not to be able this autumn 
to go to Inverary . . .”

Forced into exile by the 1848 Revolution, the young Louis 
Philippe found refuge, with his mother, first in Germany, 
then in England. Soon after the outbreak of the American 
Civil War, he enlisted to defend the Union, later writing 
an admired history of the Civil War. Upon his return to 
England, he settled in Twickenham until 1871.

A note on the blank leaf gives the name and a brief note 
on the writer; the same hand has written on the first page 
“copied 28 January 1943 / Argyll”.



A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF INCIDENTS AT MESSINA, 1809

34. Sir Alexander MACKENZIE (1758-1809)
Two Autograph Letters Signed (“A Mackenzie”) to “My dear Sir John” [General Sir John Stuart, 
commander in the Mediterranean]
3½ pages 4to, “Private”, Messina, 30 June 1809 and 11 pages 4to,  “Private”, Messina, 9 July 1809.
Together with an Autograph Letter Signed (“Havd. Smith”) from Lt. Col. Haviland Smith of the 
27th Regiment to Sir John Stuart, giving details of the action earlier that month. 7 pages folio, 
Messina, 30 June 1809.     £875

A very interesting and detailed correspondence, about a little-known moment of the Napoleonic 
wars.

In the first letter, dated 30 June, Mackenzie says that he has nothing to add to the previous day’s 
despatch, but continues “I understand however that 9 or 10 men of the Chasseurs are wounded or missing, and 
one of the 21st killed. I have heard nothing from the other side to-day; the French soon spread themselves all over 
the Country opposite us . . . I propose completing the two Companies of Calabresi . . . This description of men have 
been of very great use to us on the other side, and Colonel Smith reports most favourably of them. . . A courier 
for the Court of Palermo arrived here last night . . . bringing us the best possible news. . . Buonaparte severely 



defeated on the 3d of June. MacDonnel’s 
[sic] Corps destroy’d or made Prisoners, 
and Eugene’s cut to pieces . . .”

Mackenzie’s intelligence regarding 
Napoleon’s forces was inaccurate. 
Macdonald was victorious at Laybach 
on 22 May, taking 4000 Austrian 
prisoners; on 14 June Eugene defeated 
the Austrians at Raab; and Napoleon 
was to win a decisive victory over the 
Austrians a few days later at Wagram.

By 9th July, things had become rather 
livelier, and Mackenzie reported that 
“We have here at least more variety in our 
military operations than you appear to have 
at Ischia. The French have again returned . 
. . they were met by an express from Naples 
at one days march from Monteleone with 
orders to fall back on lower Calabria . . . 
whether this has been occasioned by your 
detaching the Neapolitan Brigade or . . . in 
consequence of the strong reinforcements 
which Murat has received from the Roman 

States, I cannot say . . .I . . . send a letter . . . from Cavaignac . . . it is clear . . . that he intends to reoccupy every 
thing opposite to me . . . What can all this 
marching and countermarching mean? 
. . . Mr. Broadband assures me that . . . 
two French frigates and a small brig have 
crossed over from Corfu and are now some 
where on that [Adriatic] coast. . . I have 
some thoughts of sending the Alacrity to 
look out there . . . I feel no regret . . . at our 
being obliged to give up all communication 
with Calabria . . . it hangs . . . as a 
Millstone about our necks. The conduct of 
the Count of Palermo relating to Calabria 
is inconceivable . . . we cannot continue 
to be connected with them. . . Never will 
the Neapolitans submit themselves to any 
promises made in which the Queen [Maria 
Carolina] has anything to do . . . I hear the 
Nobilita of Naples have raised and given 
Murat 15000 men. I think it likely. . . If they 
[the French] should get any hold in Sicily, 
everything may be apprehended from the 
universal disposition of the Inhabitants to 
assist them . . . and still every act of the 



Government is to inflame and irritate the inhabitants. Is it worth while supporting such a Government . . . I am 
so disgusted, so shocked with . . . every thing that I see done by these people that I am resolved to have nothing 
more to do with them. . . I shall do every thing that my military duties may require of me, but I never will allow 
myself . . . to have anything to do with their dirty work. . .”

This exceptionally long and detailed letter is here only quoted in part, and Mackenzie gives further 
vivid details of the thoroughly appalling behaviour of the court in exile, led by Maria Carolina.

English forces based at Messina, at the northeastern tip of Sicily, separated from the Italian mainland 
by only a narrow strait, would have been able to observe any movement of French troops threatening 
Sicily with ease. In view of Mackenzie’s comments on the government imposed on the Sicilians, there 
is good reason to believe that a significant number among them would have preferred French rule. 
Indeed, it is at this time that Murat, as King of Naples, travelled to Calabria, contemplating an invasion 
of Sicily, which, in the end was never attempted.

Further evidence of the feelings of the local population comes from Lt. Col. Smith, who reports that “I 
am sorry to observe that the Inhabitants with very few exceptions shewed no disposition whatever to support us; 
not one Person of respectability came to our Camp . . . The highest class of the people either kept aloof or joined 
the Enemy  . . .”

An interesting anecdote is related in a biography of the geologist, Sir Roderick Murchison, Mackenzie’s 
nephew and, at the time, his aide-de-camp. One day a flag of truce was seen flying from a French ship. 
When the ship arrived, it was with a package of tobacco from Paris, and a message from Murat, who 
had met Mackenzie many years before, sending him a friendly present. 

From the Crawford collection.



THE FISHERY QUESTION IN NEWFOUNDLAND

35. Henry, Cardinal MANNING (1808-1892)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Henry E. Card. 
Manning”) to Lord Knutsford, requesting an 
interview for the Rev. Dr. Howley, Vicar General 
of the Archbishop of St. Johns Newfoundland, with 
the minister. 
2 pages 8vo with integral blank leaf, Archbishop’s 
House, Westminster, 20 July 1890.  £145

“The Revd. Dr. Howley Vicar General of the Archbishop of 
St. Johns Newfoundland is now in London and is anxious 
to be admitted to an interview with you. He is stationed in 
the West of Newfoundland and among the population most 
affected by the Fishery question. Let me make him known 
to you as a thoroughly prudent and trustworthy man. I 
hope you may be able to give him an audience.”

Lord Knutsford was, at the time, Colonial Secretary 
and would therefore have been responsible for this 
matter which was of great importance to the economy 
of Newfoundland, centering on a dispute with the 
French over fishing rights in the waters surrounding 
Newfoundland.



HARRIET MARTINEAU REQUESTS A BOOK ON CHINA

36. Harriet MARTINEAU (1802-1876)
Autograph Letter Signed (“H. Martineau”) to “Dear Lady Walsham”, thanking her for some grapes 
and discussing various personal matters.
4 pages 12mo on pink paper, n.p., n.d.           £525

“Mrs. Bell’s grapes are almost too pretty to be eaten. I had some thoughts of exhibiting them to the Tynemouth 
folk, at 1d. a head, for the benefit of the drainage, before eating them. But it is too late now. I was tempted, like 
Eve, & ate. . . . Mr. Headlam Greenhow [Martineau’s doctor and brother-in-law] says I may have a sight of 
Mr. Scott’s book on China when you have done with it. Perhaps you will be so kind as to let it be left at my door 
. . . For the chance of your not having seen the very beautiful Nina Sforza, I send it . . . Are not your thoughts in 
St. Stephen’s today? I long to know whether Sir Robert will be, in the end, helped or damaged by the secession 
of the Plantagenet. It seems to me, he must grant every thing. By all the reliable accounts that reach me, it is too 
late now for any Minister to have any choice. . .”

Nina Sforza, a tragedy by Richard Zouch Troughton, was first 
performed at the Haymarket Theatre in 1841. “Sir Robert” is 
most probably a reference to ther Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel, 
but the meaning of the phrase “the secession of the Plantagenet” 
eludes us.

Harriet Martineau suffered from ill-health for most of her life. In 
her early forties, she moved to Tynemouth in the north-east, and 
retired to her rooms as an invalid, but one still capable of writing 
and receiving her many friends. It seems entirely possible that 
her debility was of psychosomatic origin, for when she attempted 
a cure by mesmerism – then new and fashionable – she found 
remarkable results.



THE GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE UNITED IRISH LEAGUE ON ENGLISH POLITICS

37. James Francis Xavier O’BRIEN (1828-1905)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Jas F X O’Brien”) to the Reverend Basil E.P. Greig in Torquay, giving his 
views on his own preference between Tories and Liberals with regard to the situation in Ireland.
2 pages 8vo on letterhead of the Irish National League of Great Britain [corrected to “United Irish 
League. . .”] London, 17 September 1900.        £375          

“In reply to your favour of the 8th inst. Liberals as a rule are more friendly disposed towards Ireland than Tories 
and personally I would prefer to receive justice from the former. But, for all that, it is possible that the Tories may 
soon come to see that “honesty is the best policy” – for themselves & for Great Britain as well as for Ireland: and 
if they do get the good disposition towards Ireland they would also have greater power for giving us justice.

The Tories are more likely to cultivate that spirit of fairplay towards Ireland by spending some time without the 
sweets of office.

I would therefore like to see them defeated at the approaching Election – or at least to see their present majority 
much diminished.”

In a postscript, O’Brien carefully says that “In the foregoing remarks I speak for myself only.”

O’Brien was no doubt disappointed at the General Election, for which polling started ten days after 
this letter. The Conservatives, led by Lord Salisbury, were returned to office with a majority of 130. 



The fledgling Labour Party entered Parliament for the first time, its most notable MP at the time being 
Keir Hardie.

O’Brien, together with his fellow United Irish League member and its founder, William O’Brien, was 
elected to represent Cork City.

In the aftermath of the 1867 Fenian rising, O’Brien was arrested, tried for high treason and condemned to 
death. However, the sentence was commuted and he was eventually released in 1869. His involvement 
in more mainstream politics led him to the Irish Parliamentary Party and the United Irish League, of 
which he became General Secretary for the last five years of his life.

The letter appears to have been very slightly trimmed at the top, and there are the remains of tape from 
mounting on the second leaf, but it is otherwise in very good, clear condition.



38. PRIME MINISTERS
Concert Programme for the B.S.A. Military Band signed by Neville CHAMBERLAIN in pencil, 
and vertically along the left border by his wife Anne Chamberlain, also in pencil.
Mounted and in a simple gold frame together with four cards signed by three other Prime Ministers 
displayed to the right: Stanley BALDWIN, Clement ATTLEE and Ramsay MACDONALD (two 
cards).
In all 32 x 34½ cms, n.p., the programme undated, but Stanley Baldwin’s card dated by him 27 
January 1944, and Ramsay MacDonald’s second card dated 23 June 1924.   £325

An attractive piece, with an interesting equilibrium between Conservative and Labour Prime 
Ministers.



LORD ROBERTS IS CONGRATULATED ON HIS PEERAGE

 
39. Frederick Sleigh ROBERTS, Lord Roberts of Kandahar (1832-1914)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Fred Roberts”) to Sir Robert Sandeman, thanking him for his 
congratulations on Roberts’ peerage.
1 page 8vo with integral blank leaf, Meerat, 2 January 1892.    £160

“. . . The peerage is doubly acceptable since I know that so many of my old friends approve of the reward being 
bestowed upon me . . .”

At the new year 1892, Roberts was raised to the peerage as Baron Roberts of Kandahar, commemorating 
his remarkable march to Kandahar twelve years earlier, which had made him a hero to the British 
public. His tenure as Commander-in-Chief in India ended a year later.

Roberts’ correspondent, Sir Robert Sandeman, had first gone to India to serve in the East India 
Company’s army. He spent much of his life in India, finally being named Chief Commissioner in 
Baluchistan.



GEORGE BERNARD SHAW ESCAPES THE ENGLISH WINTER IN JAMAICA

40. George Bernard SHAW (1856-1950)
Autograph Letter Signed (“G. Bernard Shaw”) to Alfred G. Gardiner of The Daily News, informing 
him that he was about to sail for Jamaica the following morning.
1 page 12mo on a correspondence card, 10 Adelphi Terrace, 23 December 1910.     £395    

“There will be a close time for Bernard Shaw items until the 25th January. I sail for Jamaica early tomorrow 
morning from Bristol by the Port Antonio (Elder Dempster) & shall not be back until the above date. Meanwhile, 
make merry.”

Shaw visited Jamaica at the beginning of 1911 to see his close friend Sydney Olivier, like him a leading 
light of the Fabian Society, who had been its Honorary Secretary from 1886 to 1889.

Olivier had been a highly popular Colonial Secretary of Jamaica in the early years of the century, 
espousing the cause of the native workers above that of the colonial elite. He returned to England, but 
was called back to Jamaica in 1907 to deal with the aftermath of a catastrophic earthquake.

Shaw was a frequent contributor to the letter pages of The Daily News, one of the leading Liberal 
newspapers of its time.



PAYMENT FOR THE AMBASSADOR TO SPAIN

41. Thomas Wriothesley, Earl of SOUTHAMPTON (1607-1667)
Letter Signed (“T: Southampton”) to Sir Robert Long, Auditor of the Receipts of the Exchequer, 
a warrant ordering payment of two thousand pounds to Sir Richard Fanshaw, “for the seventh 
and eighth three months pay” due to him as “Embassador to the Catholic king [i.e., the King of 
Spain].
1 page folio with integral blank leaf, n.p. [London], 31 October 1665.         £375            

Sir Richard Fanshawe, diplomat, loyal Royalist and a noted translator of works from the Spanish, had 
served as secretary to the British ambassador to Spain early in his career. After the Restoration, he 
was appointed Envoy-Extraordinary to Portugal, where he negotiated the marriage of Charles II to 
Catherine of Braganza. Two years later, he was appointed Ambassador to Spain, where he successfully 
negotiated a peace treaty, which he signed in December 1665, but was never ratified. In the labyrinthine 
world of Stuart politics, he was accused of having exceeded his brief and he was recalled in the spring 
of 1666.

Thomas Wriothesley, fourth Earl of Southampton, had remained in England during the Commonwealth, 
living quietly in some retirement whilst remaining a confirmed Royalist. He was made Lord Treasurer 
at the Restoration, a post which he fulfilled with caution and thrift, deploring the absence of those 
virtues in his masters. Samuel Pepys described him as having died “with the cleanest hands that ever 
any Lord Treasurer did”.

A portion has been torn at the right hand margin of the letter, affecting a few words of the text. The 
document is rather dusty, especially at the top and bottom margins and at the folds on the verso, but 
it remains in clear and legible condition.



SIGNED DURING THE BLOCKADE OF CADIZ

42. John Jervis, Earl ST. VINCENT (1735-1823)
Document Signed (“St. Vincent”) as Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean Fleet, addressed 
to Captain Duckworth [later Admiral Sir John Duckworth] of the Leviathan, ordering a manoeuvre 
to bring Transports to anchor near his own ship the Ville de Paris.
1 page folio, Ville de Paris, off Cadiz, 8 September 1798.   £375

A document signed during St. Vincent’s long and successful Mediterranean command, when he was 
blockading Cadiz. St. Vincent, Nelson’s friend and Commander-in-Chief, was Nelson’s senior by 
twenty-four years but survived him by eighteen. He derived his title from his great victory over the 
Spanish fleet off Cape St. Vincent on 14 February 1797.

“The Commander in Chief directs that the barges and Launches of the advanced Squadron are immediately 
employed in towing up to the Ville de Paris, the Transports which are done with, and bring them to an Anchor 
near to that Ship as is consistent with their safety from swinging on board of her, which done, they are to repair 
on board the Ville de Paris for further Orders.”



STRAVINSKY AGREES TO A PROGRAMME WITH CBS

43. Igor STRAVINSKY (1882-1971)
Autograph Message Signed (“I Str”) on his visiting card to “Dear Arnold”, agreeing to “proceed 
with David Oppenheim”.
8 x 10½, Hollywood, 31 January 1965.     £475

“Dear Arnold answering yours of Jan 29 – OK you can proceed with David Oppenheim”

The clarinettist David Oppenheim worked at CBS for five years in the mid-1960s, during which time 
he produced a programme on Stravinsky. The programme included scenes of Stravinsky with the 
choreographers Leonide Massine and George Balanchine, as well as Stravinsky conducting his ground-
breaking Rite of Spring.

There are two filing holes at the top of the card, affecting two words of the text, and the card has been 
date-stamped by the recipient “Feb 2 1965”.



A PROPOSED VISIT TO THE PALAZZO HORNE

 
44. Rebecca WEST (1892-1983)
Autograph Letter Signed (“Rebecca”) to Reginald Turner in Florence, asking him to arrange a visit 
to the Palazzo Horne for a schoolmistress.
1 page small 8vo on a postcard, n.p. [postmarked South Kensington], n.d. [postmarked 4 June 
1921].   £230

“Darling. I forgot to tell you that I told a nice little schoolmistress called Payton whom H.G. liked very much to 
ask you for permission to see the Palazzo Horne. I thought you wouldn’t mind – you needn’t see her or anything 
of that sort, but I know she would like to see it. Ever so much love. It’s raining and the horridest June.”

H.G. mentioned here was H.G. Wells, whom West first met in 1912; their son, Anthony, was born in 
1914.

Reginald Turner was reputed to be one of the wittiest men in England, though the wit unfortunately 
did not always translate into his published work. As a member of the London literary scene, he was 
friendly with many of the great writers of the 1890s, 
including Wells, Beerbohm, Maugham, Arnold Bennett 
and, most notably, Oscar Wilde with whom he remained 
on close terms after Wilde’s trial and imprisonment. 
Turner was with Wilde when he died, after which he 
chose not to return to England, but settled in Paris and 
later moved to Florence.

The Palazzo Horne, a fifteenth century palazzo, was 
acquired by the English art historian and designer 
Herbert Percy Horne in 1911. A collector of Renaissance 
art and artefacts, Horne left the palazzo and its contents 
to the state at his death in 1916.



A LETTER OF INTRODUCTION FROM DAVID WILKIE TO BARON GERARD

45. David WILKIE (1785-1841)
Autograph Letter Signed (“David Wilkie”) to the French artist Baron Gérard, a letter of introduction 
for his sister, who wishes to be “allowed to see and admire” his paintings.
1 page 8vo in French with integral address leaf, London, 4 October 1834.  £245

Trans: “The kindness you showed me during my visits to Paris encourage me to take the liberty of introducing 
my sister, Mad[emoise]lle. Wilkie who is accompanied by my friends, Sir 
Peter Laurie and Lady Laurie for whom I would like to obtain the favour 
of being allowed to see and admire that which the World admires, your 
works, and also to bring back to me news of your health . . .”

It is astonishing that Baron Gérard’s name is not better known 
today, although many would immediately recognize his pictures 
which have been widely reproduced. As a portraitist, he produced 
a magnificent portrait of Napoleon in his coronation robes, as well 
as portraits of most of Napoleon’s family and inner circle and one 
of the best-known portraits of Madame Récamier.

David Wilkie travelled extensively throughout Europe after the 
end of the Napoleonic Wars, and his discoveries in France and Italy 
had a profound effect on his later style.

Sir Peter Laurie who accompanied Wilkie’s sister on her travels was 
a banker, politician and prison reformer who also served as Lord 
Mayor of London.


